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On the mountain, the watcher seeks out evil women. And then they die. Two years ago, when Jake
Hunt uncollared his slave, she committed suicide. Guilt-ridden, he will commit to a woman for one
night only, devoting his energy to a mountain lodge that caters to a BDSM crowd. Kallie Masterson
is tough. Unwanted as a child, she worked hard to become a wilderness guide. She's proud of who
she is, and hurt that Jake frowns on her for acting like a man. After rescuing the macho guide from a
bar fight, Jake is stunned that the ugly men's clothing hides a warm, responsive woman. A
submissive woman. When guide business brings her to the lodge on BDSM night, and she is
obviously aroused by the play, Jake takes the little sub right into his world of pain and pleasure. He
warns her: one night only. But she responds so beautifully - so joyously - under his command, that
one night soon becomes two, then three... Then a missing hiker reminds Jake of his past lover, and
he realizes he's become too involved. He pulls back. Meanwhile, the watcher on the mountain has
rendered his verdict: Kallie Masterson is evil. The sentence: death.
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I can't get enough of this author with her delicious Doms and I know I'm not the only one. I was
looking for a quick hot read that would not only stir up the tingly bits but also sear my heart and
MASTER OF THE ABYSS was hands down the best choice. Although I yearn for trips to Club
Shadowlands (honestly who wouldn't with those sexy Masters running loose), Serenity Lodge has
quickly become a place I love to visit because the owners and brothers, Jake and Logan, just sizzle

with their strong and commanding ways. I expected the heat, I expected the deep sigh moments
and I expected to find a thrilling Dom/sub relationship. What I didn't expect was to be hit of the head
with emotion that stole my breath and left me with a smile on my face. Well.. I should've expected it
but the intensity floored me.Kallie is a tougher-than-nails kind of woman who would more likely
swing a punch than get all girlie on you. She's had to be as she shelters a very fragile heart within a
rough exterior and unflattering clothes. Deep in her heart, she hides the pain of feeling unloved and
unwanted and refuses to put herself back in hurts way, even when she harbors an attraction for the
local lodge owner Jake Hunt. That man is pure sex on a stick but with a strict "one night only" policy,
she knows he won't take a single moment's notice of her. That is until he does and once he's set his
sights on her, he rocks her world. Jake would never have thought he'd be attracted to Kallie but
when he discovers she's a natural sexual submissive, he enforces the policy and invites her to a
night of "play". One night becomes another and they both struggle to keep their feelings distant.
Meanwhile, there is a killer loose on the mountain who looks for women filled with "demons".
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